WHELEN AVIATION LIGHTING

MODEL 71125 SERIES LED RECOGNITION LIGHT
- 71125 series LED recognition light is designed to provide supplemental lighting for a wide variety of aircraft applications. Provides all of the advantages of LED’s as a light source, no EMI/RFI, low current draw, low heat, long life. Perfect for vibration prone areas. Item ships with flying leads. Several different beam spreads available. Designed to replace the Whelen A775 series. Version containing integrated MS connector also available. Can be used in conjunction with 71115 Flasher control assembly. Contact your OEM for installation eligibility on your aircraft.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Power Consumption: 0.9 amps @ 14 Volts, 0.45 amps @ 28 Volts
- Lens: Clear polycarbonate
- LED Color: Aviation

MODEL A775 SERIES - A775 series recognition light assembly which produces up to 22,000 beam candlepower using only a 35 watt lamp. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Drawing Number: 701101
- Weight: 0.14 lbs. (64gm)
- Overall Width: 3.25” (83mm)
- Overall Height: 1.95” (50mm)
- Overall Length: 5.276”L x 3.386”H.

WHELEN LED RECOGNITION LIGHT ASSEMBLY

LED Form / Fit / Function replacement to A775 & A775EXP series. 14V………………P/N 11-14105………..$275.95
28V……………………P/N 11-14106………..$275.95

WHELEN 71434 LED POST LIGHT
Product (Aviation) - The 71434 Series LED (Light Emitting Diode) instrument post light assemblies are designed to illuminate the instrument panel and function as instrument mounting bolts. They are a high quality, long lasting modern alternatives to standard incandescent post lights. Model 71434 is identical to the 71450 without the connector nut. Both are available in Black and Grey. 14V version available with White LED, 28V version with White or Red. Made to replace existing A350 and A350CN assemblies.

WHELEN 71440 LED POST LIGHT
Product (Aviation) - The 71440 Series LED (Light Emitting Diode) instrument post light assemblies are designed to illuminate the instrument panel and function as instrument mounting bolts. They are a high quality, long lasting modern alternatives to standard incandescent post lights. Model 71440 has a #10-32 mounting thread.

WHELEN 71450 LED POST LIGHT
Product (Aviation) - The 71450 Series LED (Light Emitting Diode) instrument post light assemblies are designed to illuminate the instrument panel and function as instrument mounting bolts. They are a high quality, long lasting modern alternatives to standard incandescent post lights. Model 71443 is identical to the 71450 without the connector nut. Both are available in Black and Grey. 14V version available with White LED, 28V version with White or Red. Made to replace existing A350 and A350CN assemblies.

WHELEN VERTEX™ SUPER-LED® LIGHT

Only 7/8 in height, this small hemispheric LED lighthead is perfect for most applications where size and intensity are critically important. Self-contained unit using an in-line combination lamp driver/flasher. This self-contained LED Hideaway requires only a one inch hole in any composite style headlight, cornering light or tail light assembly to deliver true wide angle warning to the front, side and rear of your vehicle... without interference to your vehicle computer and warning equipment! Less than 1 tall, it may also be surface mounted to outside surfaces anywhere on the vehicle!

WHELEN STROBE LIGHT ASSEMBLY

Whelen Strobe Light Assembly, 01-0770818-00. Dimensions: 3.465”W x 5.276”L x 3.386”H. P/N 11-13691…………$279.95
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